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What does it mean to walk a Shamanic path? by Lynn Solang Smith 

Loosely speaking, a Shamanic pathway refers to the lifestyle where one honours and develops meaningful 
and ‘real’ relationships with BEings from the Earth and beyond, and with the Earth herself. 
 
When we are following a Shamanic path, we work with our personal team of spiritual allies [friends, guides, 
companions] from the other realms to help us with everything from gaining insights and clarity about our 
road ahead, personal healing, how to clear space [purifying our homes, land etc for instance], healing herbs, 
receiving guidance on our next best steps and so on.  
 
Typically, a shaman, medicine person, or wytch is one who is ‘in service’ to their community as a healer, 
seer, guide and keeper of the healing traditions, learning stories & ceremony.  
 
They are humble folk who understand that they are a ‘vehicle’ for energies from the Divine to flow through 
them to work for the greater good of ALL life on the planet, including Mother Earth herself. They develop 
keen awareness and relationships with the BEings of the other realms to help them to do this.

If you’d like to become a contributing writer to Mystic Tribe Magazine 

please send your 300-500 word submissions in a Word Doc format to: 
mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 

A Magazine with a Southern Hemisphere focus coming from the roots of Goddess and 
Shamanic paths, to inspire and support those wanting to see, feel, hear and sense  
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Mystic Tribe Magazine Editor’s welcoming comments:  

Welcome to the June edition of Mystic Tribe Magazine, where we offer the 1st of our Winter themes 
~ and the 4th for this new decade of 2020 
 

This is our 31st issue of Mystic Tribe Magazine! 
 
I was inspired to create this magazine by Spirit and my guide FireEagle. It has been many, many moons 
in the creating, and took a couple of good nudges by Spirit to encourage me to make it happen now!  
 
Living in the Southern Hemisphere, I have longed for a magazine filled with articles by writers who live 
on this half of Pachamama and are connected with their own shamanic or pagan path through their own 
unique spiritual practices and connection to the energies and seasons of the Southern Hemisphere.  
 
I wanted to learn, to discover, to experience and to share. Share the practical wisdom of those of us who 
practice our myriad of shamanic and pagan traditions and pathways. The how and the why we’ve chosen 
to walk the spiritual pathways that enable us to connect, both individually and collectively and to live 
deeper and more fulfilling lives through spiritual experiential journeys and day-to-day-living. 
 
Mystic Tribe Magazine’s [MTM] philosophy is not exclusive to any one spiritual pathway or practice of 
living.  
 
As members of the Mystic Tribe, we adhere to the principles and practices of following the callings of our 
own individual guidance, passions and direction. We are a Mystical and Magickal tribe of individuals, with 
many paths, many beliefs. We believe that each of us has our own journey to walk in alignment with the 
inspiration received from the Divine and our guides from the realms of non-ordinary reality.  
 
This not a fluffy–duck, airy-faery magazine! We are real everyday people working the journeys we share 
in these pages. 
 
Mystic Tribe Magazine is for those of us who are curious about living in ways which engage all our senses 
as we connect, live and work with the energies and places and BEings of the Southern Hemisphere!  

It’s for those of us who belong to the tribe of the heart: the Mystic Tribe.  

Bless-ed BE 

Lynn Solang Smith, Chief Editor for Mystic Tribe Magazine  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Our World – Artist Unknown 

 

 



 

 

The Dance of the Light and the Dark  

– Duality by Jodie Child 

Duality is the Earth that we were born into. It is the Earth that we live in. Duality is a real dance 
of life between dark and light. It is the Ying and the Yang  

At some point in time we have played the role of the hero and at other times we have played 
the role of villain! Whether it be in a passed life, another timeline or even in this life.  

I look back on my life and there are some 
things I am immensely proud of, and there 
are other things that I think were where my 
head was at.  

I am sure you can say this too.  

At the end of the day ALL decisions and 
experience have bought me here in this 
present moment and all have been beneficial 
for me on this human walk.   

It is our times of darkness that propel us into 
deep transition and evolution. It is like a 
wake-up call!  

Writing this I am taken back to my days of 
darkness numbing myself with alcohol and 
smoking copious amounts of Marijuana to 
mask the pain of my childhood trauma which 
had affected every part of my life and my 
wellbeing.  

I was too scared to face those dark spaces 
within me and allow the light to nurture and 
hold me.  

I was a complete mess and most of the time 
self-centred and played the role of the 
villain. I was not nice to be around! I was 
one angry person.  

I got myself to a point where my body could not handle my unwillingness to look within my 
dark spaces and my body became covered with hives all over me. It was the universe’s way of 
saying WAKE UP! It is time for the light to enter. It is time to heal those dark wounds.  

From there it gave me the courage to take responsibility of the dark spaces within me so healing 
could begin!   

We all have moments of darkness in our lives! No one is exempt! Some darker than others. It 
is how we dance with it that matter’s and how we can hold space and compassion for others as 
they dance their dance with darkness.     

With all that is going on with the Earth to date we are witnessing huge shifts of darkness within 
our world.  



 

 

The economy, the fall of the global elite, 
huge corporations and religious structures 
falling and being called out for their 
destructive acts to humanity.  

With this darkness being exposed. This is a 
huge collective shift that is lifting this Earth 
from 3D to 5D reality. 

There have been huge dark agendas on 
this Earth. Child Trafficking is one of them.  

I can speak about this personally as I have 
assisted with clearing these energies about 
4-5 years ago on an astral level.  

Leaving my body and travelling to the 
border of Texas and Mexico, I was shown 
some of the dark atrocities happening to 
children.  

I assisted in the breakdown of these 
structures energetically. I know I was 
chosen specifically for this work because of 
my childhood.  

I am now loving seeing child trafficking 
rings taken down and exposed on a 
physical level.  

If you would like to know more regarding this, you can watch OUT OF THE SHADOWS OFFICIAL 
on YouTube.  

These out of body astral experiences I do take very seriously and have only started to talk 
about them now with the current information coming out.  

Many years ago, my husband was the only one I told. He would see me with maps out checking 
where I had been! I am sure he thought I was crazy at times, but he held space for me.  

For those of us holding space, love and compassion for these dark agendas does not mean that 
we condone the actions that they have inflicted on humanity to keep us enslaved in the 3RD 
Dimensional world!  

Rather, what they teach us to do is to have compassion as we have played dark roles at some 
point in time or another life. 

It is time that we hold a space of forgiveness as we understand at one stage of our being that 
we have held darkness within ourselves.  

This will allow for transmutation of this DUALITY that we have in the 3rd Dimension.  

I believe in the 5th Dimension there is no DUALITY! Now is the time that we declare as light 
workers our sovereign rights as a human being.   

 

Peaceful Child 

 



 

 

Change by Belle Cornish 

“The only thing that is constant is change” ~ Wendy Rule 

In my last article l wrote about change and wow since then there has been even more change. 

There has been a change that has and is affecting the whole world at the moment. What is 
happening currently is the kinda thing we learnt about at school, in history. 

Having to be home and isolated isn’t hugely different for me. Having fibromyalgia and the symptoms 
l have, l spend loads of time at home, generally in bed. However, there have been still big changes 
and such uncertainty. 

Dave and l talk lots and all the time. During this time in the world we have been working on 
focusing on gratitude and trying to keep positive. Not always easy. 

What l really want to share with you all today is what we really, really realised in what brings us 
joy, happiness and lights us up. For me even gets me motivated. With this brings new change for 
the future. 

Having a chronic illness it is very debilitating in many ways. It can take you into very deep dark 
places. Places no one really wants to go down to. However, it can also turn your life around and 
take you to amazing places. Nothing is by chance. Life is about what we create and choices we 
make. We always have a choice. Not making a choice is still making a choice. 

When l really sat with myself and went within and asked my soul what is it that l can do to feel 
good and make a difference in the world, I felt the answer. It wasn’t words. I will try to explain 
into words. 

Here goes. It was about being a healer. A huge part of this life for me is being a healer. However, 
to be a healer, l needed to do the first part. That is to heal within me and then with that, share 
it to other women. It doesn’t mean I have to have all the answers and be completely healed. The 
steps that l take, and then l share so that this can help another. 

Dave and l realised as much as our daily life is filled with our witchy ways, we wanted to connect 
more deeply with our own inner witch and other witches. 

A huge thing that stood out for me is when l am really in a bad place and is time to feel good, 
l always go back more deeply into my witchy ways. I came to realise that I had been doing this 
for around 16-17 years. It’s like when l feel better l lose the focus: l had with my witch ways. 

My witchy ways take my on a deep journey within. Into my shadows. To clear shit out and find my 
gems. To turn down the gremlin mind that tells me l am not good enough, who do think l am, l 
suck, blah, blah blah. I find my truth in the shadows, the gems. I am good enough, my connection 
with the Divine is strongly felt and my intuition is my GPS. Seriously the gremlin GPS is one never 
to listen to or follow. The intuition GPS that one is our guidance to life. 

I realised that to feel good, it HAS to be done from the inside. It’s an inside job. However, it can 
also be done with others love and support. 

Resting is great and very much needed however l was feeling a bit lost. Through this we created 
The Witches Healing Cottage, which we have also turned into a membership circle. It is a little 
different than what we’ve offered before. This time, we’re making sure that l am not over doing it, 
l am able to rest and pace myself and also connect with other women. 



 

 

Learning to listen more and more to my body has allowed me to do some soul work: Setting up 
The Witches Healing Cottage Membership. It feels amazing! It’s not just about listening to my body, 
it’s taking action. My body often tells me when to rest! However, whether l listen or not is another 
thing. I have worked out taking action on the resting is the way to getting things and to feeling 
good 

During my resting over the last few months I have been researching witches and witchcraft. I was 
really looking for healing witches and witchcraft. Interesting enough l couldn’t find what l was after. 
I kept hearing the inner voice: well if you can’t find it, create it. So, Dave and l have created the 
sacred space for this to happen. 

Change is constant. Whether we like it or not. It is a choice to allow the change to be smooth or 
bumpy like a tidal wave.  

A lot of the time to allow for the smooth option it’s about closing your eyes, opening your heart, 
letting go of fear and opening up to faith and complete trust in the universe.  

The universe AWLAYS has your back. 

Blessings & Love 

Belle 

The Witches Healing Cottage 

Membership Details: http://bit.ly/TheWitchesHealingCottageMembershipDetails 

Email: thewitcheshealingcottage@gmail.com 

https://www.facebook.com/thewitcheshealingcottage/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image via Facebook ~ artist unknown but acknowledged 

 



 

 

The Magick of Roses by Michelle Pilato 

Roses are one of the most magical flowers to work with. In love, beauty, protection and healing.  
As a child they attracted me with beauty, fragrance and colour. I learned quickly that roses are 
not all beauty, after getting caught on a thorn, I saw the other side of them. The defensive or 
protective side to the Rose. Despite the harsher side. I fell in love with Roses. They fill my soul 
with pleasure, happiness and a sense of calm. I like to bring fresh Roses into the house as often 
as I can. Most of mine are picked and dried for magical and craft purposes. I have over 35 roses 
in the garden now and that collection is about to grow. They have been my “go to” plant for 
these stressful times during isolation.  

 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

Magical properties of the Rose:  

Love, Luck, Protection, Healing, Beauty and Faery magic. 

Feminine energy 

Planet – Venus 

Element – Water 

Rose petals can be used to make rose oil, rose water, incense blends, bath salts, jams, teas, 
potpourri, charm bags or bottles and more.  

Roses can be used in many ways. Here are a few that I do: 



 

 

I have a little bowl of Rose petals mixed with spices in my office. Each day I come into work, I 
pick up a small amount of the petals in my fingers, allowing them to fall them back into bowl. 
As I do this, I say: 

Roses mixed with fragrant spice, 

fill my day with all things nice. 

I then add a small piece of Rose Quartz on top of the mix. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once or twice a week, I enjoy a Rosie Glow Latte. A mix I buy from a local Tea Shop.  

I am in the garden picking Roses most days. I dry the petals for using in my creative workshop. 
The colour and fragrance hold well. I dry them naturally on drying racks in a cool place. I have 
studied Traditional Incense Crafting, and use the home-grown roses to make incense blends, 
and cones. I use the petals whole or ground up, depending on what I am crafting, loose blends 
or cones and sticks. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

I also use the petals in bath salts, can be as simple as 2 handfuls of Epsom Salts, 1 handful of 
Pink Himalayan Salt and a few Rose petals of your choice. You can add a few drops Rose 
essential oil if you like.  



 

 

Use Rose water as a spritzer to freshen you up on a hot summer’s day. Close your eyes and gently 
spray it on your face or in your hair. It helps relieve anxiety, calms you down and smells amazing. 
You can use it as a toner after cleansing your face.  

Roses can be used in healing. I like to put some rose petals in a small pillow and place in my 
pillow to help with sleep. A little rose oil for headaches and stress relief. Rose petals sprinkled 
about the house can helpe relieve tension and stress too. That is why I like to bring fresh Roses 
into the room. 

Rose Hips can be used to make jams and teas. Check to make sure they are edible ones. The 
hips can also be used as beads. Use them as garlands in the home, decorating a tree or door, you 
can even make a necklace of them to attract love.  

The thorns can be used in protection magic. Add them to protection bottles or charms. Add 
some dried thorns to a small bottle with some nails, pins, narly vines, black salt, as you do this, 
set your intention, to protect your property, home and family, then seal with some wax. You can 
say a little incantation if you like. Then either bury it on your property or place it in the roof or 
some high place, preferably in the kitchen, the heart of the home.  

When planting my Roses, I add a small piece of rose quartz, moss agate and clear quartz to the 
roots. This adds a little extra magic and boosts the energy and power of the plants. I call upon 
the garden Faeries to watch over and tend to my Roses. 
In return, I leave little gifts of cake, honey and shiny 
things out for them, to show my gratitude and love. 

Roses truly are the Queen of the Garden in my view. 
They fill my life with beauty, love, peace, blessings and 
Faery magic. A truly sacred plant to have In your 
garden. 

 

Michelle Pilato 

https://www.instagram.com/botanicalcottage 

0413582074 

 

 

 

The Elf  

– artist acknowledged  

but unknown 

 



 

 

Answering the Call by Dave Cornish 

Hi everyone, hope you are all doing well.  

Lately I have been feeling the call of my wolf ~ my guide and chief power animal.  

I’ve really been feeling their magical presence. For me this is a feeling of knowing that it is time to be the 
silent wolf.  

Not to get worked up and even though I can feel anxious from time to time about what is going in the world, 
it is time to be the wolf.  

I know in such times that I’ve really got to feel the wolf within. To BE the wolf that watches from a distance 
and not to take on energies that may not be for my highest good. To stay focussed on the important things 
in life like family and the loved ones around me and their health and well-BEing.  

How do you do this I hear you ask. Well it is a journey. For me it is doing things like rest and relaxation, 
Drumming Journeys and doing the 
things I love.  

 

 

Wolf Pack Leaders 

Image via Google 
– photographer unknown but 

acknowledged 

 

It also means for me to be the 
protector and keep my family safe 
and well. As I am writing this I can 
hear the call of my wife’s wolf.  

Yes, we both have the spirit animal of wolf and as you may be aware, the female wolf protects their partner 
wolf by positioning themselves just below the mouth of the male wolf. This is to protect them from being 
attacked in the neck region, the jugular. Such an awesome team of love and protection of their pack and 
each other.  

This describes my life with my wife to a t as we are always there for each other and our pack. By Pack I mean 
family and soul family. So I close by saying I hope everyone is safe and well and sending all good health and 
blessings. 

 

David Cornish  

The Witches Healing Cottage 

 

 



 

 

Hekate who is She and Her Crystals? by Setjataset 

Hekate is a Chthonic Greek Goddess who preceded the Olympian Gods and was also a 
Titaness.  Daughter of Perses and the Star Goddess Ateria and Granddaughter of Phoebe, 
Titanus of the Moon.  Hekate aided Zeus in the battle of the Titans and therefore was not 
expelled like the other Titans were when Zeus formed the Olympian pantheon.   

Hekate also played a part in Persephone’s story in which she helped Demeter, Persephone’s 
mother, in finding her after Persephone went into Hades (whether by force or by her own 
volition) and thereafter became Persephone’s guide when the latter, travelled to the 
Underworld for her yearly journey. 

Hekate’s name means “She operates from afar”, “She removes or drives off” “the far 
reaching one” or “the far-darter”.  She is shown as an ageless Goddess who, in later times, 
was sometimes depicted with three human faces or three animal faces.   

These faces consisted either of a dog, snake, horse, cow or boar, all which faced different 
directions and refer to Hekate’s triple nature and the Realms she has dominion over –  the 
sky, sea and earth.  Hekate is also sometimes depicted with dogs at Her side whilst at other 
times She’s shown alongside other Gods (like Hermes and Kybele) or children. 

Hekate having dominion over the sky, sea and earth is also known as the Goddess of the 
Crossroads, liminal places, witchcraft, magick, herbology, necromancy, cosmic world soul, 
mistress of animals, aider to women in childbirth, mistress of the dead and guide of ghosts.   

She is patron of sorcerers and witches and in ancient times was prayed to by athletes 
,solders, fishermen, farmers and merchants alike for favour in their various endeavours as 
well as being a common Goddess venerated in household shrines.   

Shrines to Hekate were placed at doorways and crossroads where offerings were made on 
her sacred day - Deipnon (Dark Moon) - which was the last day of the month in the Athenian 
calendar and again on the Noumenia (New Moon) on the first day of the next month.  

Hekate’s main site of worship was in Lagina (modern Turkey) but she had shrines scattered 
throughout ancient Anatolia and Greece. 

Hekate’s symbols include: 

keys, torches, the moon, snakes, dagers and is a goddess who bestows her blessings in the 
form of protection, prosperity, prophesy, proficiency in communing with the dead and the 
performance of magick.  Sacred offerings to her include: milk oak, yew, honey, garlic, cypress, 
aconite, belladonna, dittany, mandrake, and pomegranates. 



 

 

As Her devotee who is a practising Crystologist who uses crystals as part of my daily practice 
and devotionals, I have created a list of crystals which you can use in Her name: 

Hekate’s Crystal List by Setjataset 

Amber 

Amethyst 

Ametrine 

Aquamarine 

Basalt 

Black Kyanite 

Black Tourmaline 

Blood Stone 

Blue Kyanite 

Carnelian 

Charoite 

Citrine 

Coral 

Fire Agate 

Fire Opal 

Garnet 

Green Kyanite 

Hag Stone 

Hemetite 

Jet 

Labradorite 

Lapis Lazuli 

Lodestone 

Meteorite 

Moonstone 



 

 

Obsidian 

Onyx 

Opal 

Pearl 

Red Jasper 

Routilated Quartz 

Ruby 

Selenite 

Selenite 

Smokey Quartz 

Smokey Quartz 

Snowflake Obsidian 

Tektite 

Tourmelated Quartz 

Travellers Stone 

You can use these crystals in Hekate’s magickal workings and devotions whilst bringing in 
the energies and qualities they omit.   

In Her Name 

Setjataset 

Setjataset is a regular writer on Kemetic, Hellenic, Wiccan and occult subjects and has been featured in several books 
and magazines internationally.  

She edited her first book, Sekhmet Daughter of the Sun: A Devotional Anthology in Honor of Sekhmet in 2015.   

Arch Priestess Hierophant in the Fellowship Of Isis (Lyceum of Heka), Hereditary Folk/Hermetic Witch, Initiated 
Wiccan Priestess, Reiki/Seichim/Sekhem Master, Tarot Councillor (ATA) who has worked professionally as a reader, 
healer, purveyor of magickal items and teacher of workshops in various metaphysical and occult subjects. For more 
information go to her blog: https://setjataset.wordpress.com/ 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BE the Lighthouse of your Soul’s Light by Rainbow Starfire 

I've always loved this photo ..so iconic .. 
so powerful 

Depending on my mood, how I am & the 
'perspective' from which I view it, this 
majestic structure can change in meaning & 
context for me 

Today, as we push on through the crazy 
days, it's the lighthouse showing us all a 
way forward, a path through the physical 
mental emotional & spiritual turmoils we've 
experienced the past 7 months+  

When I read about NZ being free my heart 
just soars 

I saw a post on Facebook about another 
Native American tribe winning in court & I 
smile for their victory & perseverance  

If I look at the Lighthouse image as an 
artist/art teacher I can appreciate the 
juxtaposition between waves & structure, 
colours & light/dark & how our eyes/vision 
can look on in awe at the timing of this 
photo 

When I tune in with my wytch senses I'm 
reminded of the majestic power of Mother 

Nature & how She keeps we humans in 
line - reminding us She will have the last 

say!                      Lighthouse photographer acknowledged but unknown 

Image via Google 

& if I look again, my mind is filled with amazement that people are not only able to conceive of 
such a structure, they also forge ahead to build it & use as a physical symbol showing the way 
through the storms & deep night 

Life's a lot like this 

We just have to remember to use all of our senses & know that somewhere somewhen a light is 
shining for each of us 

We can be beacons for each other & ourselves  

Shine on - I see you Namaste Lynn 🌟🤩💖💡🔦🕯🪔 



 

 

LEY LINES AND EARTH LIGHT PORTALS by Luciana 
 
 
 
 

 
 

There is even a theory that birds, fish and animals use the lines as a compass, magnetite is in the brain of 
humans and animals and influences the sense of direction. 

 
In 1921, a certain Alfred Watkins read an 
article for the Woolhope Club in 
Herefordshire, and expounded his 
theory on the first British trails, moats, 
hills, camps and historic sites. 
  
He talked about a new concept that he 
described as the old straight path, he 
explained that these were prehistoric 
trade routes based on straight lines 
between a variety of observation points. 
 
He has authored several books on the 
subject, The Ley Hunters Manual, Early 
British Track, Arcaic Track in Cambridge 
and The Old Straight Track (still in print). 
 
Ley lines are also known as dragon lines 
or two large dragon circles according to 
Robert Coon, considered live energy 
lines, which move through the Earth's 
power points as vibrational snakes / 
dragons. The Earth has its own nervous system and circulation arteries. 
 
Many cultures have developed systems to work with these power lines. In Europe, research on transmission 
lines began in England and Germany in the 1920s and 1930s. The Chinese developed the art of Feng Shui. 
Australian aborigines have their lines of music. These lines have different lengths and widths. In the human 
body there are microscopic blood vessels and the large cardiac artery of the aorta. Equivalent to the aorta 
on Earth are the two large ley arteries that surround the planet. 
 
On a flat map of the world, these two circles form the image of a symbol of infinity, or an eight figure tilted 
sideways. These rivers of life connect many of the great continental sacred sites to each other. They flow over 
land and water and are not blocked by human borders. There are four large rotating wheels that resemble 
pulleys, around which the two axles move. The main chakras in these lines are known as "Driver Wheels", as 
they direct the force in any direction along the dragon's paths. 
 
A dragon circle is yin, or feminine - the rainbow serpent. This began to surround the world in a greater volume 
of life flow on April 22, 1984. The second circle of the dragon is yang, or male, and is called a feathered snake 
or quetzalcoatl. It shifted to a higher flow on August 17, 1987. With the two world arteries now active, all 
chakras on Earth are able to expand to larger rays. 



 

 

 
The cardinal chakras of the earth and the main places included in these paths, which are in these ley lines, 
are: Rainbow serpent path - Uluru and Kata Tjuta, Bali, MT. Kailas, Sergiev Posad, Glastonbury and Shaftesbury 
and Lake Titicaca. Quetzalcoatl snake path - El Tule Tree, MT. Shasta, MT. Fuji, Bali and Lake Titcaca. Note that 
these two circles intersect at Chakra Two, Lake Titicaca and the World Purification Center, Bali. 
 
When these points are all in harmony, the quality of life of all the inhabitants of the planet is taken to another 
level. When we are vibrating in wars, hunger, tensions, the potential for quality of life on the planet is 
restricted. 
 
According to Kryon, on the paths of the lines from the Harmonic Convergence in 1987 and on the portal 
12/21/2012 they received activations in the Nodes and Nulls, that is, in points of force of the Earth, 
information capsules were opened to expand the consciousness of humanity, because in these two important 
recent periods, we chose to ascend and evolve, and this information began to be sent to our energetic field 
through the crystalline grid of the Earth, of the ley lines, in a harmonious flow of energy, to assist in our 
awakening and healing of the Sacred Feminine , the energy of the Great Mother of love and compassion, 
restoring itself on Gaia and bringing back the balance between male and female, and connection with Divine 
consciousness, so that we can experience paradise on Earth. 
 
We will now know, according to Robert Coon, in the book Earth Chakras, the main chakras and portals on 
Earth that assist in all this connection and expansion: 
 
Chakras: 
1. Base Chakra: Mount Shasta - Generates the Universal Life force before its Environment in biological Forms. 
 
2. Sacral Chakra: Lake Titicaca - Regulates the introduction of new species and major evolutionary advances 
for life on Earth. 
 
3. Solar Plexus Chakra: Uluru and kata Tjuta: Maintains vitality and increases the health of all individual beings. 
 
4. Heart Chakra: Glastonburt and Shaftesbury - Develops the ability of individual life forms to interact with 
each other, with love and compassion, to increase the frequencies of all life on Earth. 
 
5. Throat chakra: Great Pyramid, Mount Sinai and Mount of Olives: 1. Activates those capable of having direct 
communication with the Earth Spirit, in order to understand their will and to align themselves with that 
purpose. Dialogue between the host's life form - The Earth and all dependent living beings. 
 
6.Third Eye Chakra: Activation Center of the power of Eternity and the supreme deity: It is mobile, at the 
moment it is connected to the same region as the Heart Chakra. It allows individuals to participate in the main 
phases of the advancement of life on Earth, for longer periods. 
 
7. Crown Chakra: Mount Kailas - 1. Allows a complete unity to be established between the Earth's evolutionary 
purpose and the individual goal, in dedication to overcoming all entropy, to the eternalization of all life. 
 
The Four Elements: 
 
1. Land: Table Mountain, Cape Town, South Africa 
2. Water: Rotopounamu, North Island, New Zealand 
3.Air: Grande Piramide, Monte Sinai, and Monte da Olivas 
4. Fire: Haleakala Crater, Maui, Hawaii 



 

 

The foundation of the 12 portals in the world: 
 
1. Bali, indonesia - Purification center in the world 
2. El Tule and Palenque, Mexico - Harmony Center and Interior Balance 
3. Mount Fuji, japan - Beauty and Immortality Center 
 
The 13 Portal - Coming up with the balance of the other 12: 
1. Sergiev Posad - Danilov, Russia - Center of Synthesis of the world. 
 

We are divine sparks and son of Gaia, our physical and energetic bodies are extensions of God of Gaia, we are 
all involved in the great universal love. There is no separation, we created illusions. 
 

We are all light. 
Aho 

 
Luciana 
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The Natural World is Changing by Janice Ireland 

Hi all and blessings from my heart to yours.  

Another month has rolled by and with it new awakenings and doors opening. 

I wanted to speak of how our natural world has had a huge impact with people while 
we have been in isolation through the pandemic, that has taken so many lives 
throughout the world. 

We have been blessed to have magnificent full moons that I have been privileged to 
join several Witchy sisters by Zoom contact to have our ritual. Even though, we were 
not together in person, it was a blessing to give thanks to Grandmother this way. 

I feel that people are giving thanks for the air being fresher without so many vehicles 
on the roads and some factories being shut down. I even hear that the oceans and 
rivers are cleaner without us humans littering and just letting her rest. Mother Nature, 
Gaia, Goddess or whatever you choose to name her is renewing. 

I am hopeful that the world does not revert back to mistreating her as we find 
restrictions changing. 

I have the urge to plant and get my hands in our beautiful Earth. Starting with a variety 
of herbs and flowers. But wanting to grow vegetables again so working on the how at 
the moment. 

Because of the restrictions, a lot of people have reverted back to the old ways. 

The Witches have the wisdom and are also remembering the old ways. Spells for 
vanishing the virus are reaching across the world. We know that a time is coming that 
all will change for the better. 

Not only the witches but our elders who are one with country know that change is 
coming. First Nations elders and peoples carry this truth also. 

This time of isolation has been good, because although frightening, with the Virus and 
its spin off diseases, it has given the opportunity to get ourselves right and clear. 

I started the time by cleaning everything and every room in my little cottage. Then I 
have smudged daily and protected my space with spells. I have meditated daily and 
been in contact with like minded people. 

I was invited by a beautiful soul to join a group on fb that has been majickal for me. 
There truly is nothing better that knowing others who understand where you are coming 
from. 

Its also been an opening of doors and new awakenings to be in a volunteer role and 
know that two ladies share my beliefs in the majickal. 

My days have settled into a pattern of doing a variety of prayers and distance Reiki in 
the morning, reading, writing, craft pursuits. Watching YouTube videos and a live cross 
to the online Coven at midday each day. I also give thanks to the four directions and 
go outside to breathe in and look at the beauty around us. 



 

 

No one knows if this world will look different after this pandemic. Lots of death and 
sadness for lives lost because of the virus. 

There have been many conspiracy theories that if you believed them you could go nuts 
and worry yourself to death. 

I am just enjoying the time of peacefulness and taking time to know myself and be 
spiritually open to the highest good. 

Australia has been fairly safe as our Government got organised in a timely manner and 
did what they could. Prayers for those who lost family or friends. Being an empath, my 
heart aches for the people isolated from family in their last hours on this earthly plane. 
I am sure that the wonderful nursing staff would have given them comfort. But my 
heart aches anyway. 

My lovelies, I truly hope there have been doors opening and new possibilities and 
accomplishments during this time. It has not been a time wasted. Even parents who 
are home schooling have built a rapport with their children that they will always 
remember.  

May you be blessed and happy and truly find people who belong in your lives. I pray 
this time has shown you just how amazing our beautiful Gaia is. 

 

Until next time, if you would like a 
reading, contact me on messenger @janis 
ireland. 

If you would like to be added to my 
morning Reiki send, contact me as above. 

 

 

 

 

Pachamama image via Google 

artist unknown 

 

 

Janis Ireland            

Also for Oracle card readings on: 
jeffice7@gmail.com 

 

 

 



 

 

Solara ~ Keeper of the Sun by Francie Griffin 

I would like to share with you in this issue of Mystic Tribe Magazine a painting I did last year.  
This was originally done with the March Equinox in mind.  I realize we are getting close to the 
days actually becoming longer again [after Winter Solstice] but I feel the message that comes 
with this painting is valid for now; the cooler months of Winter still ahead and indeed any time 
at all.  

Use this message as a guidance for meditation and if you are able to, do it outside on the Earth 
greeting the morning sun to enhance your energy and prepare your energy body, mind, 
emotions, spirit and physical being for a wonderful day of creation ahead of you.  

Remember: your thoughts create your world.  I often put my hand on my heart and take a 
gentle deep breath when I need to return to centre.  I watched a u-tube video with Gregg 
Braden tonight which relates to this.   

Here is the link if you wish to watch it, only a short one less than 5 minutes: 

https://youtu.be/exHp3L_c2Lg 

Here are a couple of extracts from the transcript for your reading: 

Transcript: 1991 scientists made a discovery, headway that really opened the door to this 
conversation. They discovered in every human heart 40 000 or so, specialized cells configured 
in a way that creates a neural network in the heart, it's they're brain like cells, but they're not 
in the brain, they're in the heart. And it's actually called "the little brain in the heart." What 
they found, what the scientists discovered, is that these cells think independently of the cranial 
brain, they feel and they remember.    ………………………. 

There’s a technique where you can literally touch your heart, like this, and when you touch 
your heart, your awareness will always go to the place where you feel the touch. So, you can 
call your tension into your heart centre, in this way, and you slow your breathing, just a few 
breaths slower than usual. When you slow your breathing, it tells your body that you were safe, 
you're in a place that's safe. And when you're safe, and you feel safe, it's a switch, it's like an 
emotional trigger that frees the rejuvenating in a healing chemistry in the body because the 
stress and survival chemistry is not needed if you feel safe. 

And here is the message I intuited after the painting of Solara, Keeper of the Sun 

Blessed Ones 

I am the Keeper of the Sun 

The eternal sun that lives within you 

As the days become shorter and the nighttime longer 

Maintain the energy of the sun within 

The sun that gives life to all things 

Be still and connect to your earth mother 

Pull up the life-giving force from her center into your belly 

Pull the rays of your physical sun into your belly 

And send light to all the cells in your body 

Nurture this warmth within you 



 

 

As you use the coming season to let go of the old 

Give gratitude for all that is good 

Allow your soul to rest and dream 

As the cosmic night blankets you with love and gentle illumination 

Solara 

Keeper of the Sun 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acrylic on Paper A3 

Artist:  Francie Griffin 

www.franciegriffin.com 

 



 

 

Sigils ~ What Are They & How to Design Them by Lyllith DragonHeart 

Sigils are often used in magick to create (manifest), protect or even banish – depending on 
their intended purpose and design. 

But did you know that creating your Sigil is also a beautiful and creative ritual in itself? 

 

Before we jump into creating a Sigil, I just want to briefly touch on the differences between 
Sigils, Seals & Veves; as people can often be a little confused as to how they are different 
and how each of these magickal types of symbols are used. 

Sigils: As stated in the opening paragraph, a Sigil is typically used to manifest ones’ 
intentions and desires. They can also be used to banish, for example to banish an illness in 
healing work. 

Seals: Traditionally, (as well as being a symbol of power and identity such as a Company Seal 
on a stamp for legal documents), in magick Seals are used to contain or hold secret and have 
been used to demonstrate authority over another. For example, the Seal of Solomon which is 
said to have enabled Solomon to control demons – or Djinn. 

Veves: Vodou symbols which are dedicated to specific spirits (Lwa). In Vodou, a Veve is used 
as a gateway, or portal, for the lwa to manifest in devotional ceremony. Veves should be 
respected and not used for any other purpose. 

 

There are a few different ways you can create your own Sigils. I’ve chosen the two methods I 
use in my own practice to share with you in this article.  

The first method is by using a Sigil Wheel. There are other versions of the 
wheel, along with squares and other charts, but I find this particular 
wheel to be the one I personally prefer. 

Start by choosing a keyword, or short sentence to suit your intention. 
You can then either cross out all of the vowels or include them, then 
cross out any duplicate letters in your Intention.  

 

We then start with the 
first letter on the wheel and move  
about touching on each letter in our abbreviated intention.  
We can use sharp, straight lines or curl and swirl as we go  
depending on the style you’d like your Sigil to have. 

When using a Sigil Wheel, the end of your line should be either a T, X  
or ^. A T to end something, a X to cancel it or an arrow to make it grow. 
The second method I really like to use to create my Sigils, is by using symbols or Runes – 
sometimes a combination of both along with some artistic flair. This is the style I really enjoy 



 

 

using for the majority of my spellwork – especially for my clients, as I can get creative and 
truly connect with the Sigil in it’s creation. 

As with using a Wheel, first you need to decide on a few keywords to suit your Intention. 
Using these keywords, draw a few different symbols, runes, numbers or shapes that you 
personally associate with each word. These are essentially your options to incorporate into 
your Sigil depending on which you prefer the look of overall and which symbols match or fit 
artistically.  

So, for example – using the same Intention as before “I wish for a peaceful, happy & stable 
home” we choose our keywords – Peaceful, Happy, Stable & Home. We may like to add to 
these later on depending on how our Sigil looks.  

Next, we draw some symbols to match each word…. 

Peaceful –       Happy –  

Stable –       Home –  

 

Now the fun part, start playing with the symbols and work out 
which ones work best together and feel right in connection to your 
Intention.  

You can then make them a little fancier with some swirls, arrows 
for growth, dots or spirals etc. You may like to incorporate 
Astrological symbols to represent time of year or people etc.  

 

Once you’re happy with your design, activate your Sigil. The simplest way to do this is to 
simply hold it in your hands and focus your intention to charge the sigil and charm it to do as 
it is intented. You may like to imbue it with your breath as well.  

Sigils can be carved or etched into spell candles, drawn into the Earth, drawn with powdered 
eggshell or blessed water onto doors and windows for protection or tattooed onto your body 
depending on how committed you are! A Sigil should be within sight so it continues to work, a 
Sigil for Self Love for example may be placed on the bathroom mirror where you’ll see it each 
day. A Sigil for peaceful sleep may be kept beside the bed.  

There is no real right or wrong way to create or use your Sigil, if you have created it with the 
right intention and it feels right for you – it is.  

 

Many Blessings, 

~ Lyllith Dragonheart Xx 

[Image credit: Gorgeous Sigil “I myself am love” by the lovely @sigil_anna on Instagram & facebook ] 

 [Image credit: Gorgeous Sigil “I myself am love” by the lovely @sigil_anna on Instagram & facebook ] 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Lotus of Remembrance Quicken the Sacred Seed by Lynn Smith 

How often have you experienced moments when life is so still, so NOW, its as 
though you’re sitting in fields of marigolds breathing in and out the spiritual 
peace of the Universe?  

What about those other times when it’s as though you’re hanging onto the 
sides of a rollercoaster, fingers firmly embedded into the wooden handrails and 
- since you’ve absolutely no idea where you’re going nor why - you just hang 
on and allow yourself to scream, squeal, cry or laugh as feels right at the time? 

That’s what the title of my article for June is about. It’s a key to unlock the 
codes of remembrance deep within you. It’s the trigger you’ve been seeking to 
assist you to unveil your own divinity.  

As you may or may not know, the lotus is a key embedded within Buddhist 
mantras [e.g. Om Mani Padme Hum, or Nam Myoho Renge Kyo], referring to the 
universal/inner wisdom/spiritual wisdom whereas the pearl refers to temporal 
or worldly wisdom. 

One is 'permanent' [i.e., universal truth] whilst the other which is transient, 
changeable non-permanent. All that we have to do to unlock the code, and 
open the door, is to Remember.  

Remember that as we open to our divinity, just as a lotus bud opens to the 
light of the Sun, so our inner light, our goddess/god essence shines brightly for 
all to see. 

When we say YES to remembering, we allow the sacred lotus seed that is our 
heart truth, our soul’s essence to quicken or sprout, and then we are able to 
remember and fully experience that we are the LIVING examples of loving 
abundant peace.  

And, that yes, this does include our human moments and experiences in all 
their myriad forms of expression. When we allow ourselves to be this 
vulnerable, with our hearts wide open, we truly walk our talk without 
judgement or fear.  

These fragile moments, this conscious livingness of the NOW, enables the 
quickening of the sacred Lotus seed & so our soul self ignites into BEingness – 
and our true self is born.  

Through allowing ourselves to remember, to open, we KNOW without doubt, 
that each of us IS the Divine BEing that we’ve been so desperately seeking 
externally.  

We become awakened Spiritual BEings through opening our ‘heart eyes’ by 
saying YES. Saying yes from our hearts, displays our willingness to stand up 
and come forward, to begin the process of remembering, feeling, seeing, being 
and hearing ALL that we are. This quickening enables sus to be living breathing 



 

 

expressions and instruments for the Divine because we are sparks of that 
BEingness.  

When we’re willing to let go the personal and societal stories that we’ve 
bought into about the separateness of the Divine from the Human by openly 
acknowledging our Divine inner self [the Lotus] we give permission for our 
Truth and our Untruths to come out to play. We need do nothing more than 
ALLOW the process of fully experiencing divine perfection as it is manifesting 
right NOW to open to the awareness of our true Beauty.  

By Being All that we are, we are acknowledging the TRUTH that any notions or 
thoughts of separation from the Creator, from each other, and so from 
‘enlightenment’ are mistaken. We are All One or as the Mayan say: "In Lak’ech 
Ala K’in" ~ ‘I am you and you are me. What I do to you I do to myself.’ 

As we become more aware of ourselves, our thought patterns, behaviours and 
beliefs and how these are ‘translated’ into the lived expression of life around 
us, we learn first hand the power of our ability to choose peace and love in all 
situations, or to choose something else.  

In other words, as we explore ourselves and come to KNOW all that we are, we 
become the living peace that we seek and then we experience that in 
everything and everyone around us, and so do they through us. We begin now 
to see past the illusion of ‘reality’ and come to KNOW in our heart of hearts 
the unconditional loving peace that is the Divine. 

What are the steps we may need to take to allow the Lotus of Remembrance 
to trigger the quickening of the sacred seed within??  

They’re very simple really. All we need do is surrender, trust and allow the 
Divine to work in and through us, and then be the living expressions of 
gratitude for all that is. 

Simple really. Be as children and explore all the wonders of this wondrous place 
known as Mother Earth. And this magical mystery tour known as being a 
human experiencing an Earthwalk. 

I invite you to meditate with the Lotus of Remembrance 

Ask that the sacred seed within you be awakened NOW and then allow yourself 
to experience BEing just as a child does.  

Allow yourself to play, to be still, to sit within All That Is. And then allow 
yourself to FEEL and ENJOY. 

Blessings to you ~ may you walk in Beauty in all ways every day 

 

Lynn Smith     mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 



 

 

The Creative One by Mikailah Star Witch 

The Creative One awakens me in the stillness of the night. Reflecting on the current season of 
Samhain, where the veils are the thinnest between the worlds, my ancestor’s voice calls to me. 

She is the one who danced under the moonlight around the sacred walnut tree. The one who 
laughs at the folly of humanity and the one who flies free now. This is the ancestral line that 
lives on within me. The one who holds deep knowledge of ceremony & ritual. The blood lineage 
of the healed wise ones. 

I look out in the darkness to the see the moon luminescent through the apple trees of Venus. 
The balance of light and dark drawing attention to lunar divination. 

Here in the southern hemisphere as we prepare for the winter solstice, I reflect on the three 
invitations of death that I have walked through in this lifetime. Three invitations of rebirth 
through the valleys of different worlds. I am a star witch, medicine carrier and earth poet. No 
conqueror can take this away now. 

This is the time of the Way seers, the dream weavers & earth keepers. The ones who live in the 
forests and walk the sacred lands. The ones who listen to the language of their soul and nature, 
finding a resonant kinship with the trees, waterways, birds & insects. The elements, plants, 
stones & animals are potent wisdom-keepers and teachers. My eyes follow this magick, instead 
of 'letters of competence', I am shown talismans and sigils. 

In nothingness there is so much space to create. Let’s make space for creation, magick, mystery 
and simplicity in our lives. Dive deep in to the golden sunstone of your soul to find true self 
love and rich celebration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Service to Life – photo credit Louise Lodigensky 2017 



 

 

Reclaim the Lost Traveller, the misplaced gypsy that has been locked away in the mechanism of 
time itself. A prisoner of the false illusions who exists only around self-importance on an 
empirical scale. 

As the bird song breaks through heralding a new dawn the circle of Spirit Grandmothers come 
close. Each has a message of kinship to share. They call me by my ancient name. The one who 
sings the old songs. The songs that allowed the navigators to find their way across the oceans to 
new lands.  

The planetary dream-seeds & crystal beings who have been the guardians of the original ones 
have awakened. This is the stirring of the restlessness that you feel within you. 

“Do not seek outside of yourself what exists within”. I invite you to take this within your heart 
and reflect on what lies there for you? What has been lost that can be re-claimed, loved, nurtured 
and celebrated?  

Listen to your own whisperings and songs of creation, for they are there, and they do exist you 
just need to find them. 

You are a bright, Shining One. You were born with a treasure trove of gifts and you may ask 
where do I find this?  

Well, you just need to follow the landscape of your soul, embracing creativity, nature and the 
Great Mystery of life itself. ~  

by Mikailah Star Witch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crescent Moon – photo by Emily Fraser-Ison 



 

 

Good Grief by Donna 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This month's article is dedicated to all the special souls that are choosing to cross the rainbow 
bridge at this time. There seems to be an unprecedented number of people and animals 
transitioning.  

This article is written from the point of view of the soul transitioning and from my capacity of 
being a soul midwife, assisting people and animals to transition.( pass over) 

It is an absolute honour and privilege to be a part of the soul’s transition. Part of my role, is to 
telepathically communicate during an animal's final hours, this process benefits not only the 
animal but the human as well. This allows the passing to be a peaceful, with no unanswered 
questions or regrets. 

It is without a doubt, the saddest time in a pet guardian’s life, and needs to be accepted as 
such. It is important acknowledge the grieving process, allowing us and our animals to express 
ourselves fully at this time. 

Sadly, I have heard people say “they are just animals, get over it”. 

In my humble opinion and experience, there is no such thing as ‘just an animal’. 

Each animal is unique and special, and in a lot of cases that animal is the most constant source 
of love in their humans’ life. (Some dogs and cats can live into their teens & twenties whilst 
birds can live for decades). 

Quite often the animal is the filter that the human processes all their life decisions through, 
such as how long they can be away from the house at any given time, including day trips and 
holidays.  

Decisions around these outings or trips are a lot easier to say yes to if your furry companion 
can come too, then there's no guilt. 



 

 

How can you help 
your human 
friend if they 
have to say 
goodbye to their 
best friend? 

It is important to 
note each person 
will process their 
grief differently. 
These are broad 
guidelines and 
come from 

personal 
experience of my 
own pets passing 
and being witness 
to other people's 
processing: 

 

● Just hold space 
for them. Allow them to talk about anything, even if it doesn't make sense, there will 
often be tears in inappropriate places 

● Don't avoid the subject or avoid acknowledging the animal (or the animals’ name) 
● Check in regularly, but don’t overdo it 
● Ask if they need anything, sometimes there are practicalities involved. Perhaps you can 

help in this capacity  
● Don't try and take over, it is important that the guardians are sure of their decisions, so 

there are no regrets later. By all means allow them to talk it through with you 
● Help the person organise a memorial garden or ceremony, something to honour the 

animals life and their time together  
● Last but not least. No judgement or unnecessary opinions 

 

Grief seems to come in waves. And in the early days, there is a sort of numbness that seems 
to have a self-preservation quality to it. Then there is a bit of anger, questioning, unbelievable 
sadness, memories and flashbacks, good and bad.  

It really is a deep process that has its own timing; there will always be emptiness and a yearning 
to have more time with them.  

Allow the tears to come when they need to and only surround yourself with people and animals 
that have your best interests at heart.  

It is important to remember the good times and the wonderful memories that you have made 
together.  

By all means allow another furred friend into your life, make sure you are not trying to replace 
the one you have just lost. And see the new relationship with fresh eyes and understand the 
new soul’s individual nature. I find being around other animals really healing. As animals 



 

 

recognise grief and will assist you with lightening your spirit and mending your heart. Animals 
are amazing healers.  

Also, expect visitations from your recently passed 
friend. It may be in your dream state, you can 
feel them, smell them or just feel their presence.  

Another question I am often asked is: 

Do Animals Grieve?  

Yes, absolutely. Although animals live in the 
moment, they still have heart & soul attachments 
with humans & animals.  

As individuals, they express themselves uniquely. 
Some require love & affection while others 
require space & reflection.  

What I do know. When they transition, their souls 
are still contactable & they still exist in our lives 
as guardian angels. 

How can you assist a grieving animal?  

● Be with them as much as possible  
● Take them for walks, engage with them 
● Accept that their eating habits may change 

for a while 
● Leave something of the animal or humans 

clothing/blankets close by so they can 
snuggle up to them 

● Shower them with love, but don't pity them 
● Try and get them to play, do some of their 

favorite things 
● Understand that you are both grieving and 

be kind to one another  
 

Animals are proof that love really is eternal.  

 

Till next time, 

Much Aroha Donna & Dors Xx  

www.rivergem.com.au 
rivergem88@gmail.com 

This article is dedicated to darling Chloe, one of the gentlest souls to grace the earth. 

Spreading sweetness, love and light wherever she went. 

Photo is shared with permission from Chloe’s soulmate & guardian, Jen. 

 



 

 

MY SPIRITUAL JOURNEY  Father issues by Charmaine Watkins 

After my dad died, I inherited his car. Once I got it home and started driving it around, 
I developed a very sore right hip. I never put two and two together at the time. I had 
the hip x-rayed to have nothing wrong show up in it. I had tried two different types of 
acupuncture, massage, reiki and saw an osteopath. Which none of these help the pain 
in my hip in any way. I had a few reading over the years which followed and they all 
kept telling me that I had “father related issues”. This I could not understand as my 
father and I had a really good relationship.  

I read stories where people  were told that they would have to have a major operation 
to fix certain ailments however they went on to work out what the issues related to 
them were, started working on them and when they went back to the doctor, the 
aliments were completely gone. At this stage I didn’t believe that that worked at all. 

One day I went to do a workshop with an Aboriginal guy, named Jeremy Donavon, at 
the RiverHouse at Goodna. He was doing healings with his didgeridoo. At one point we 
were laying on the floor for him to work around us. I could hear my phone ring and 
went into instant anger, “Why is Kevin ringing me?, he knows where I am and what I 
am doing!” When Jeremy had finished I was so angry that I was pinned to the floor and 
it took another couple of minutes to move. Once up Jeremy told me that I had some 
deep seeded anger there and even though I looked relaxed he could feel it come back 
up to him through the didgeridoo and when I checked my phone, there was no call from 
Kevin at all! 

Next Jeremy told us to hold our hands out to where we would like the healing energy 
to go to and that he was going to use our hands to rest the didgeridoo in our hands. I 
told him that I would like it on my right hip. He ask “whys that”? I told him that I have 
pain in it and he also said that was related to father related issues. I said “so I’ve been 
told by several people, however no one can tell what they are as my relationship with 
my dad was good”’ His response was “they are not your issues with your father, it’s 
your fathers issues with himself, you’ve taken them on. Its call heredity pain”. With 
that 90% of my pain left my hip. I would never have believed it could happen if I never 
experienced it myself, however the pain was gone. 

The pain in my hip was gone, however the deep seeded anger was still within me. 

 

                               

Blessings Charmaine 

 

  
  

 
	
	



 

 

Phases of the Moon Observation Chart for the Southern Hemisphere in June 

by Rainbow Starfire 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

 

Have you ever noticed that the vast majority of images and info we see about the phases of 
Grandmother Moon are based on the Northern Hemisphere? And whilst its fascinating reading, 
it’s not relevant for how we observe the passage of the Moon from East to North to West across 
our Night Skies & Daytime Skies. 

So, starting today, tonight, why not go outside and take a look to see where Grandmother 
Moon is. What is Her shape? Draw that in the 1st circle in the 1st row & date it. Then go out the 
next day and again observe Her in the sky. How does She look .. how much change in shape 
as She goes from New Moon to Waxing to Full to Waning to New Moon again can you witness 
over the 28 days She spends transforming herself. Record your thoughts, feelings, emotions 
and observations. How do you respond to the Different phases and aspects of our Southern 
Moon? 

enJOY your time with the magic, mystery and beauty of Grandmother Moon.  

Blessed-ed BE Rainbow Starfire 

mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 

 

 



 

 

Jodie Child  

is a Children’s Author, Children’s Yoga and Meditation Instructor, Mindfulness Mentor to Early Childhood 
Services, Sound Healer, Crystal Grid Worker and Shamanic Walker.  

Jodie is an anchor here on Earth for the star 
children. Having no children of her own she he 
holds space for many. Jodie also assists adults to 
reconnect to their inner child through 
workshops and circles.  

Jodie’s first Children’s book is to be released in 
June 2018 “Mystery Within”.  A children’s story 
connecting to mindfulness. “Mystery Within” is 
beautifully illustrated giving visual cues to 
Mother Earth, Nature and the Universe. It is a 
book of love and unity! 

Sound healing is a very powerful tool that Jodie’s uses to allow people to reconnect with their inner child. Private 
sessions are available for sound healing at Yeppoon on the Capricorn Coast.  

For upcoming events or contact visit Facebook at Peaceful Child 

Email: info@peacefulchild.com.au 

Mobile 0447 955 315  

Lynn Smith bio 

Lynn is an intuitive shaman, psychic and channel for Goddess Energies. Lynn 
conducts a range of spiritual programs, group classes, one on one sessions and 
meditation circles using many forms of shamanic and spiritual practice. She is an 
intuitive Tarot Reader & psychic. 

These classes include: Medicine Drummaking, Mystic Shaman course, 13 Moon 
Goddess circle for women, Munay-ki Rites teacher, meditation circles, Intuitive 
Art Classes & more. 

Lynn is certified 
with a BCA, Grad 
Dip Ed, Dip 
Shamanic Psychotherapy, Certificate of Holistic 
Counselling, Reiki Master and a Munay-ki Rites teacher, 

She has her own magazine, Mystic Tribe Magazine which is 
published on the 13th of each month.  

She has also featured as a contributing writer in a number of 
magazines, was a member of an expert panel on a psychic 
TV show, has hosted her own radio show with Psychic 

Radio A1R and is a regular speaker and presenter at spiritual growth events in SE Queensland.  

Lynn’s website is: http://rainbowlabyrinth.comLynn Solang Smith, BCA, Grad Dip Ed, Dip Body Psychotherapy, Cert 
Holistic Counselling, Munay-ki Rites teacher 



 

 

Belle Cornish: Shadow Warrior Goddess. Intuitive Goddess 
Academy 

Belle Cornish combines experience and education in the Intuitive 
Goddess Academy which she co-owns with her husband, Dave.   

Belle has an education in Nursing, Naturopath, Western Herbal 
Medicine and life coaching, Counselling & lots of life experiences.   

In her early 20’s, Belle was in a coven for a while. She became a 
Reiki Master in her mid 20s and loves reading oracle cards for 
women. 

Belle is very passionate about reminding women to BE the Goddess they were Born to BE, by being 
FULLY empowered by their divine, unique, authentic light and their shadow, while being supported in 
their journey.   

The Intuitive Goddess Academy is a supportive Sisterhood.   

Here we hold monthly Women’s Circle, Red Louts Circle, Shaman night. On the first of every month 
there’s a distant Reiki Healing session too.   

We do Q & A nearly every week (we have breaks to fill our cup up), regular weekly live videos to keep 
you on track and supported.                                                                                                  
Contact Belle & Dave:   www.intuitivegoddessacademy.com                                                                
Email:                         contact@intuitivegoddessacademy.com 

 

Donna Aroha ~  Animal Communicator, Psychic Medium, Reiki Master & Intuitive Healer. 

Donna's work Empowers People & Animals by offering directly channeled guidance, clarity & insight. These readings 
can assist with decision making, answering questions & can reconnect you with loved ones in spirit . The focus on 
humans & animals living or passed over. 

 All messages are delivered with compassion, empathy, integrity & honesty with a touch of humour. 

An Animal Communication session assists pets & their guardians to strengthen their bond. It can create a greater 
understanding of perplexing behaviours & may answer questions about dietary requirements & allergies.  
Readings for animals that have crossed the Rainbow Bridge can bring reconnection, answer outstanding questions  
& in some cases, bring much needed closure.  

Donna also facilitates Animal Communication & Reiki workshops.  

These workshops are interactive & fun! Focusing on your intuition & abilities to connect with all living beings. 
Including Animal Guest Speakers. 

 

Reiki allows you to self heal & assist others, Animal & Human 😊  

 



 

 

What’s on in the Australian Pagan / Goddess / Wytchy / Shaman / Druid 
Spiritual Community in 2020 

 
As a free service to our Mystic Tribe Community, we’d like to invite those who run events 
[fetes / festivals / fairs / markets] in any State or Territory across Australia, or in NZ to 
email us at:  

mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 
 
or private message us via our Mystic Tribe Magazine page: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/MysticTribeMagGroup/  
 
We will post events here in Mystic Tribe Magazine so that our MTM tribe knows what’s on where. 
 
Please note: as this is a **free service** we have a word limit of 50 words + a jpg image  
– you must include your contact info [Name, phone, email, & the address & date for your event] 
 

♥✬ Mystic Tribe Magazine is offering this Community Forum to support our 

community, however, we ask you, our readers and contributors, to contact event 

organisers, not Mystic Tribe Magazine for information about any events we’ve 

chosen to include each month 

Pagan folk in:  
 

Qld, WA & Victoria & South Australia & Tasmania 
& Northern Territory & the ACT 

& New Zealand 
- we would  love to hear from you and what Events / Festivals you have coming up in 

your States or Territory 
 

 Please send us some info so that we can share: 
mystictribemagazine@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NSW for 2020: 
 

Katrina’s Body Mind 
& Soul Festivals 
Masonic Lodge,  

Glen Innes 
 

April



 

 

Business Directory for Mystic Tribe Magazine 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

June 2020 ~ the 1st of the 3 months of Winter 

The  upcoming Sabbat we will celebrate on the 21st June is 
Winter Solstice 

 
- a great time to feast and get together with our Mystic Tribe community 

 
This is the Pagan New Year where we gather in circle around the sacred Fires to celebrate the 
Season of Winter … Winter Solstice & Yule which provides us all with incredible  
opportunities to go within and dream the new visions of our lives & our world. Celebrate 
Winter with a bonfire Solstice Feast as we gather drum, sing and dance around and festivities 
to follow.  
 
To help you plan your festivities, we will continue to include the table for The Sabbats or Fire 
Festivals for the Southern Hemisphere here on our back cover of Mystic Tribe Magazine. 
 
We encourage you to enjoy and celebrate our sacred ritual and ceremonial times when we 
Goddess /Pagan/ Wytchy/ Shaman folk come together as a community to celebrate the Solar 
[and what has traditionally been considered by many cultures as] Divine Masculine energies.  
 
Full Moon or Esbat is the time when we celebrate the Lunar energies of Grandmother Moon, 
or the Divine Feminine principles and energies.  
 
Most Indigenous and other cultures around Gaia, the Earth Mother, have forms of celebrations 
which mark these transitions and peaks of the Seasons and the Full Moon energies. 
 

 ✬❍ Moon events to be celebrated in June 
6th June ~ Full Moon 

                                         21st June ~ New Moon 
 

 

Bless-ed BE!        Lynn Solang Smith         http://rainbowlabyrinth.com
DISCLAIMER The views and opinions expressed in Mystic Tribe Magazine by advertisers, contributors, letters to 
the editor and others, including mystictribemagazine.com are solely those of the original authors and other 
contributors. These views do not necessarily represent those of Mystic Tribe Magazine, mystictribemagazine.com, 
facebook.com/mystictribemagazine, staff; and/or any/all contributors to this magazin

Dates Southern Hemisphere Northern Hemisphere 

Dec 21st  Litha / Summer Solstice Yule / Winter Solstice 

Feb 4th  Lammas Oimelc/Imbolc 2nd Great Sabbat 

Mar 20th  Mabon / Autumn Equinox Ostara / Eostre / Spring Equinox 

May 5th  Samhain 1st Great Sabbat Beltane 3rd Great Sabbat 

Jun 21st  Yule / Winter Solstice Litha / Summer Solstice 

Aug 7th  Imbolc 2nd Great Sabbat Lammas 4th Great Sabbat 

Sep 21st  
Ostara  ~ Eostre  
Spring Equinox 

Mabon / Autumn Equinox 
 

Oct 31st Beltane 3rd Great Sabbat Halloween/Samhain 1st Great Sabbat 



 

 



 

  


